Two different pathogenetic mechanisms in psychogenic tremor.
The pathophysiologic mechanism underlying psychogenic tremor is not clear. Continuous voluntary production of tremor may be uncovered by a positive entrainment of tremor in different limbs. But some patients have tremor ongoing during their waking time which is unlikely to be produced voluntarily. Therefore, nonvoluntary physiologic oscillatory mechanisms must be considered. Fifteen patients with psychogenic tremor manifesting in both hands, who were diagnosed using established criteria, were examined. Postural tremor was recorded with accelerometry and electromyography (EMG) while the hands were held against gravity. Power spectral peak frequencies and accelerometric total power as a measure of amplitude were determined. Coherency spectra between the EMG signals from the right and left arm were calculated. Seven of 15 patients showed a significant coherency between the two hands; the remaining 8 patients maintained independent oscillations. Clinical presentation, tremor frequencies, and amplitudes were not significantly different between the two groups. Two different pathogenetic mechanisms may play a role in psychogenic tremor. Bilateral voluntary movements are typically coherent. Thus, coherent psychogenic tremor would be in keeping with voluntarily produced oscillations. Absent coherence is an indication of another, possibly nonvoluntary mechanism like clonus or enhanced physiologic tremor.